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Efforts to collect occupancy taxes on Airbnb lodging listings, 
designed by public policy makers to regulate the home-
sharing market, have put individual hosts at a distinct 
disadvantage compared to commercial listings, rather than 

leveling the playing field as intended, new research shows.
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With Airbnb enjoying steady growth, more 
commercial hosts have seized the opportunity to 
join the short-term rental market, which has, in 
turn, significantly impacted the apartment and 
long-term rental markets. Landlords now have an 
opportunity to boost their income with short-term 
rentals, causing those with, say, 20 apartments to 
explore this more lucrative option.

The paper was authored by Yao Cui, assistant 
professor, and Andrew M. Davis, associate 
professor, of Operations, Technology, and 
Information Management in the Samuel Curtis 
Johnson Graduate School of Management at the 
Cornell SC Johnson College of Business. It was 
published recently by Management Science.

OVERCOMING TAX AVERSION
“If rooms or apartments are rented on a daily 
basis there is no guarantee of rent, so housing is 
not being used efficiently,” Yao says. “So policy 
makers added in costs, and rental prices are 
rising. The original purpose of using the property 
tax on shared housing was to prevent this from 
happening—they should be targeting professional 
rental operations to regulate them.”

Yao explains that the main driver of this unintended 
consequence is customers’ discriminatory tax 
aversion in the shared-home market. “They are 
used to paying such taxes when booking a hotel 

room, but not in the shared market, which is seen 
as a different type of hospitality service, and the 
tax aversion is bigger,” he says.

Thus, to achieve the goal of more effective tax 
regulation, policy makers should find better 
ways to curb the impact of such tax aversion 
and consider that the impact of taxes policies 
also depends on how Airbnb hosts respond by 
adjusting their prices, the study notes.

The researchers used machine learning 
methodologies to determine the impacts of 
reducing the tax rate for the home-sharing hosts 
from that imposed on commercial hotels. They 
studied the L.A. city market, where the 14% 
occupancy tax was imposed, and found that the 
best option was to maintain 14% for commercial 
operations and charge a 6% rate for shared-
housing options. “For governments and other 
decision makers, the inequality effect depends on 
the magnitude of the discrepancy. Our machine 
learning method can predict the optimal tax for 
shared vs. commercial operations,” Yao says.

For the commercial rental operators, regulations 
to protect the long-term residential market will 
relieve pressure on hotels and reduce competition 
from the Airbnb market by moving commercial 
hosts back to long-term rentals, Yao says. And 
in developing better ways to regulate the short-
term rental market, he notes, local governments 
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can also require that room-sharing operations 
are, in fact, owner-occupied properties.

OBTAINING OPTIMAL OUTCOMES
Another managerial recommendation from the 
study is that Airbnb can investigate alternative 
ways to reduce the impact of the occupancy tax, 
by adjusting either the listing price or the final 
payment. This may not only mitigate the gap 
between the tax’s effect on targeted and non-
targeted listings, but also lead to further increases 
in revenue and sales, the study notes.

“If Airbnb hosts do not reduce the room price 
when a tax is added, they will lose more demand 
because customers are paying more overall.” Yao 
says. “Our machine learning method provides 
a customized approach to predict the optimal 
price reduction for each listing in response to the 
tax policy.”

Airbnb can investigate 
alternative ways to reduce the 
impact of the occupancy tax, by 
adjusting either the listing price 
or the final payment
In identifying solutions to the taxation and 
regulation issues facing Airbnb and other home-
sharing operations, the authors note that an 
incentive conflict between Airbnb and policy 
makers can be avoided. In the lucrative New 
York City market, for example, Airbnb and the 
Attorney General’s office reached an agreement 
allowing Airbnb to protect the privacy of its 
hosts while providing the state with enough data 
to identify those listings in violation of state law.

“Regarding the occupancy tax, by collaborating 
and discussing some of our recommendations, 
we believe that both Airbnb and regulators 
may be able to advance their own interests and 
identify further win-win outcomes,” the authors 
note.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION

Tax-Induced Inequalities in the Sharing Economy was 
originally published online by Management Science, 
January 12, 2022. g

https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/10.1287/mnsc.2021.4277
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investigating these problems. In particular, he conducts controlled laboratory 
experiments with human participants to investigate how behavioral factors affect 
procurement decisions in supply chains. His research has been published in Management 
Science, Manufacturing & Service Operations Management, and Production and 

Operations Management. He serves as an Associate Editor for Management Science and a Senior Editor for Production & 
Operations Management and is a former president of the INFORMS Behavioral Operations Section.

Some of the awards that Professor Davis has received include third place in the Wickham Skinner Early Career 
Accomplishments Award, the Best Reviewer Award from the Production and Operations Management Society, the Best 
Behavioral Operations Management Working Paper from INFORMS, a finalist for the Best Public Operations Research 
Paper from INFORMS, the Distinguished Service Award and Meritorious Service Award from Management Science (three 
times), and the Clifford H. Whitcomb Faculty Fellowship and Half Century Fellowship from the Johnson School at Cornell 
University. He has also been named as one of “The World’s Best 40 Under 40 Business School Professors” by Poets and 
Quants.

Prior to joining Johnson in 2011, Professor Davis worked for C&S Wholesale Grocers, a $30 billion grocery distributor, in 
various supply chain roles. He earned a BA in economics from Colgate University, an MBA from the Pennsylvania State 
University, and a PhD in supply chain management also from the Pennsylvania State University.

Yao Cui is an assistant professor of operations, technology and information management 
at the Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate School of Management at Cornell University. 
His research interests focus on operations management in new business models. In his 
research, Professor Cui combines analytical and empirical methodologies to study 
operations strategies in the gig economy, technology innovation in supply chain 
networks, and new pricing strategies in hospitality industries. His research has been 
published in leading journals such as Management Science, Manufacturing & Service 
Operations Management, and Production and Operations Management.

Professor Cui’s research has been recognized with several awards, such as the first place winner of the INFORMS Service 
Science Section Best Student Paper Competition, second place winner of the INFORMS TIMES Best Working Paper Award, 
and finalist of the INFORMS Public Sector Operations Research Best Paper Award and the INFORMS Service Science 
Section Best Paper Award. At Johnson, Professor Cui is the recipient of the 2020 Half Century Faculty Research Fellowship 
and 2017 Clifford H. Whitcomb Faculty Fellowship.

Professor Cui teaches the operations management core course in the EMBA and MBA programs. He received his doctoral 
degree from the Stephen M. Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan and his bachelor’s degree from 
Department of Industrial Engineering at Tsinghua University.
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